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2020 has been ripe for gaming on all fronts, especially when it comes to PC games. But the year is far from over and there are plenty of games on the horizon. From dark, gothic strategy games where you play as the devil to quiet sandbox titles where you're tasked with surviving in a lush forest, PC
players have a lot to look forward to in the second part of the year and beyond. Here is our list of the most anticipated PC gamesAfter years of waiting, Torchlight III is finally available to play. There's nothing cooler than finding a game that you've been predicting for years suddenly appearing in Steam
Early Access. The most recent add-ons seem to contain fully customizable fasts that can be visited by random players. In addition, these forts will be available as a hub and players can walk around using the tools available within. Best of all, Torchlight III will greatly expand the pet system, allowing you to
have a whole stable within your fort full of cute, little critters. -- Mohammad TabariFae TacticsCyber Monday Deals: see all the best deals right now! I'm a sucker for 16-bit sprites. So when I saw Fae Tactics' art style, I was immediately beaten. Plus, who doesn't love a 90s-reminiscent isometric top-down
trip down memory lane? Found in the Humble Store, Fae Tactics, puts you in the shoes of Peony, a young magical user makes his way across the incompletely merged natural world and a world of magic as she and a colorful cast of characters find themselves drawn into the growing conflicts between the
two worlds. A turn-based, strategy RPG with spell casting, mythical creatures and lots of secrets? Sign me up. –– Sherri L. SmithWhen I played New Blood Interactive's Twilight, I was immediately forced by their incredibly stylized concept inspired by 80s films and old first-person shooters. Gloomwood is
no different, catching the player in a Victorian town overwhelmed by hundreds of brainwashed citizens out for your blood. It's totally nightmarish, personally giving me Bloodborne vibes. Hopefully we'll see some Lovecraftian underbars with tentacles, lots of teeth and a lot more limbs than necessary in
Gloomwood as well. Mohammad TabariYeah, yes, I know. Mortal Shell is very Dark Souls-esque, but this action-RPG has a few tricks up its sleeve. As you make your way through the devastated world, you come face to face with some of the greatest enemies of humanity, who quickly die out. The
fighting will be brutal and more often than not, deadly. But never afraid, you have the ability to have some of the fallen bodies that can open up new combat skills that may be the key to your survival. Are you strong enough, fast enough and cunning enough to survive? –– Sherri L. SmithPersona 4 Golden
has been trapped on PlayStation Vita for eight years, and finally we can save it from that tiny, dead console. It has suddenly been released with high definition graphics on Steam, and if you have never played it, there is no than now. For $19.99, you can experience one of the most iconic Japanese role-
playing games ever made. This is also exciting as it could mean future ATLUS games will make their way to PC as well. Persona 5, maybe? –– Mohammad TabariA game that allows me to slay demons to a metal soundtrack? Yes please! In Metal: Hellsinger, you play as the unknown, a half-human, half-
demonist on a bloody quest for revenge in a fast FPS. But Metal: Hellsinger is not your average first-person shooter, instead the game is a rhythm-FPS. Long story short, if you can shoot at a battle, you will unleash epic mayhem with a variety of cannons and blades. Plus, the music will get even more
badass. ––Sherri L. SmithWith an undeniably wonderful high-imagination setting, Godfall has more than grabbed my attention. The game's smooth hack and slash combat blends well with its action role-playing game equipment system, allowing developers to mint it as a looter slasher. While I'm not crazy
about these loot systems, the incredibly fast and elegant close range combat system seems both combo heavy and skilled. In addition, its unique character designs and colorful environments are poignant. I expect a lot to be able to explore Godfall with friends. –– Mohammad TabariAmong Trees may be
one of the most beautiful survival sandbox titles I've ever seen. Everything in the trailer looks so bucolic, I can see myself spending lots of time getting back to virtual nature. The game puts you in a small cabin in the middle of a gorgeous forest with only one goal –– survive. As you add more rooms to your
cabin, you'll unlock new skills that will allow you to hunt, fish or grow. You'll also learn that craft tools, which will come in handy, explore the lush landscape if you encounter some of the less cuddly denizens of the forest.. This is a beauty I can't wait to explore. –– Sherri L. SmithProdeus After experiencing
the incredible DOOM Eternal this year, I'd love nothing more than another brutal and arcadey first-person shooter. That's exactly what Prodeus looks like. And most interestingly, it presents a beautifully realized 3D environment, but character models look like 2D sprites of old. This is a very unique
concept, and there is nothing cooler in this genre than mechanics that test how fast players' reflexes can be. Hopefully Prodeus can deliver an experience as intense as I would like. –– Mohammad TabariCris Tales looks like a beautiful storybook –– one I want to read from cover to cover. This wonderful
JRPG sets you up against the powerful Time Empress and her legions as she works to destroy the world. It is your job as Time Mage Crisbell to stop her by developing your powers and building an army of unique allies along the way. But be careful, every choice you make in the game can affect
characters past, present and future for better or for better or for better or for better. With its fun 2D art style and potential for opportunities and innovative combat systems can make Cris Tales this year's Hit. –– Sherri L. Smith One of the best ways to escape in 2020 is to dive into the best free games
available right now. It doesn't matter if you just want an after-work diversion or a deep dive into another world, you can do just that without spending a lot of money to do it. Just because they're free doesn't mean they're not as fun as paid games. In fact, depending on the game, you can enjoy it even
more. But behave, as some of them make their money through microtransactions and loot boxes, which may end up with more of your money than a paid game could. With all the different options out there, whether you're looking into co-op PC games, the best PC games out there right now, Steam's deep
catalog, or even EA's Origin client, you can get a lot of mileage out of the best free games for PC. Cyber Monday deals: see all the best deals right now! With all the money you save playing the best free games, you can spring for one of the best gaming computers to play them. Whether you want to take
on enemies in Battle Royale extravaganzas like Fortnite or play CCGs as Hearthstone, here are the best free games you can play right now. Linux, Windows or Mac - which is best for you? Watch our guide video below:Bill Thomas and Gabe Carey have also contributed to this article Prev Page 1 of 23
Next Prev Page 1 of 23 Next Lost Ark Online is among the most anticipated games launched in the West. (Photo Credit: Pheonix Labs) Idle Big Devil from Hong Kong Spark Software may still be in Early Access, but the idle RPG game has already received a lot of raving reviews from Steam gamers.
Although it's an empty game, which lets you evolve through the game without much interaction, there are a lot of things to do while you wait so it never gets boring. You also get lots of free currency in the initial play, giving new players a chance to progress quickly. In this game, you are appointed by the
king as lord to kill the Undead and creatures possessed by evil spirits. You do this with the help of a total of five heroes that you recruit yourself during the game. When you travel the continent, you can participate in various events that allow you to collect loot, as well as complete daily tasks that reward
you with prizes. You can also gather resources to power up your heroes and upgrade your castle. Idle Big Devil gets a little complicated and harder as you move on, and you get to a point where you have to decide whether to spend money or endure a slower progression in the game. However, this game
can be completely free to play, if you choose not to spend money. Prev Page 2 of 23 Next Prev Page 2 of 23 Next The Battle Royale is huge right now, and Epic Games has refined it to perfection with Fortnite Battle Royale. Originally designed as a kind of add-on for Fortnite, Battle Royale blew up in a
way that no one expected, and quickly became among the best free games 2020 has to offer. Fortnite Battle is entirely based on a simple scenario: you are in a map with 99 other players in a free-for-all melee, and the last remaining standing at the end wins. Due to its lightning-like success, Epic Games
is working hard to steadily integrate new game modes and fresh features. Take Playground mode, for example – it drops you into the map and allows you to build structures for a certain amount of time before the floodgates open and the carnage begins. What's especially cool is that with Fortnite, you can
actually play with your friends, no matter what platform they're on. Whether you have PC, Xbox One, iOS, Android or PS4, you'll be able to match up against millions of other players from all these different platforms. Play Fortnite Battle Royale for free 2. The Dota 2 Dota universe may have evolved from a
WarCraft 3 mod, but Dota 2 is very much its own device, and has its own as one of the best free games of 2020.This top-down arena battler is very dynamic, pulling in multimillion-dollar prize money for serious tournament players. Still, it's not just for the most hardcore gamers. A short tutorial now shows
you how to play, with Steam Community offering guides to the original MOBA. Don't expect a warm welcome or a light learning curve from its complex gameplay mechanics. However, bring some friends, and Dota 2 will have you hooked on one of the biggest crazes in PC history. Prev Page 3 of 23 Next
Prev Page 3 of 23 Next Two Years Before Destiny, we had Planetside 2, an all-out, epic first person fight that is so incredible, you want to pinch yourself every time you boot it just to remind yourself that a game this incredible is completely free. There are in-game purchases, of course. However, you can
still dive into the biggest battlefield in games and still have a remarkable time with your starting equipment. There is simply nothing as exciting as taking part in a mass assault on an enemy base and coming out on top, or existing in a world where an enemy convoy can materialize on the horizon at any
time. Planetside 2 is proof that free doesn't mean prosaic. Play Planetside 2 for free 4. Path of ExilePath of Exile is a free dungeon crawler that can remind you of Diablo III, and it's quite different from most of the best free games available in 2020. It's not just about fragging real people until they yell at you
in shrill fuzzy tones through their Skype headsets. Path of Exile takes its time, more than your regular multiplayer game. But, give it a go, and you'll find yourself possessed. There are hidden mechanics and features to discover after playing for hours, as well as a huge skill tree to slowly progress through.
It really is the best free game for former Diablo addicts. Even basic loot can be useful because there is always the opportunity to reinforce even the simplest weapon with magic. If you're bored with the grind of Diablo III, it's a good one to check out. Play Path of Exile Free Previous Page 4 of 23 Next Prev
Page 4 23 Next Choose your master and load in in this trailblazing free-to-play title from people who brought you Warcraft III mod, Dota. League of Legends automated matchmaking, assorted cast of characters and exquisite maps have made it a multiplayer behemoth in recent years, and one of the best
free games of 2020 has that absolutely will stand the test of time. It's an aggressive gaming experience to be sure, but one that rewards good teamwork and careful tactics. There's a bit of a learning curve as well, but you'll be taken on an exciting ride shortly after you press the play. Like Dota 2, League



of Legends attracts many high-end players, and the best tournaments offer prize pools of over $1 million. The crazy world of esports, huh? Play League of Legends for free6. Hearthstone: Heroes of WarcraftEver played Magic the Gathering? Hearthstone is Blizzard's attempt to build an online version of it,
for free. As a typical Blizzard offer, this one is really impressive. It's instantly enticing, lacking the daunting learning curve you'd expect from an online fantasy card game. Hearthstone plays fast, has a very relaxed visual approach and benefits from a basic set of rules, all of which add up to a highly
available card puncher that offers you lots of fun – especially if you're a World of WarCraft. Not that it's not challenging too, especially if you go against an opponent who plays their cards right, which is why it will be our vote for one of the best free games to date. How to play HearthstonePlay Hearthstone:
Heroes of Warcraft free Prev Page 5 of 23 Next Prev Page 5 of 23 Next Takes Star Wars MMORPG mantle after Star Wars Galaxies ended their run (may it rest in peace), Star Wars: The Old Republic was not destined to be free on release. However, it has since, like so many MMORPGs before it,
adopted the free to play model. If you want to satisfy your inner Sith, this is the best way to do it for free. Subscriptions are on hand for more in-game potential and end-game content, but in true best free game fashion, all story missions are still available for free – it just might take a little longer now. It's
worth your time just to experience the Star Wars universe from different sets of eyes, like hyper-professional Imperial Agent and Bounty Hunter. If you want to go with the boring option and just have a generic Jedi Knight, though – you can totally do that too. Play Star Wars: The Old Republic for free8.
Forza Motorsport 6 ApexWhen Xbox boss Phil Spencer said he would bring the console's best franchise to the computer, he wasn't joking. Among these notable games is Forza Motorsport.Forza Motorsport 6 Apex in particular brought a complete Forza Motorsport game to PC players for the first time –
before Forza Horizon 3 arrived in 2016. It's not quite the full-fledged experience you get from full records to the series. However, Forza Motorsport 6 Apex is the best free game we could have asked from Microsoft's long-running racing series. Shunned by and embraced by players, Forza Motorsport may
seem like an arcade-y offshoot of its biggest rival on PlayStation, but it consistently looks and feels incredible, which is reason enough to add it to our best free game 2020 list. Play Forza Motorsport 6 Apex Free Prev Page 6 of 23 Next Prev Page 6 of 23 Next Dauntless is a household name at this point,
having become an overnight success on PC, thanks to Monster Hunter World. It offers a remarkably similar experience that is free and easier on your computer. Drifting away from the clear environmentalist focus of Monster Hunter: World, where you try to preserve habitats, dauntless things simplify
things a bit, just tasked yourself with slaying giants to protect a human colony. The game itself is much more straightforward too, free of some of the more blunt gameplay systems that you either love or hate in the Monster Hunter series. However, the show's core DNA is there – hunt monsters, craft
equipment, hunt down more monsters, making it one of the best free games to have right now.10. World of TanksWorld of Tanks is another type of MMO, which you may have already guessed from the title. Team-based, massively multiplayer action with a wide range of war machines to run into battle
awaits, with new players able to jump into the fray right away. The upgrade system allows you to personalize, while being surrounded by an entire army at all times to remind you that loners won't do it on the battlefield. But forewarned: get sucked in, and you may find yourself spending a hefty sum on
large sized pieces of virtual metal. Some premium tanks go for just a few dollars, while others require a little more coins. You can see where maker Wargaming makes some money from World of Tanks enthusiasts. Still, this doesn't stop it from being one of the best free games right now. Play World of
Tanks free Prev Page 7 of 23 Next Prev Page 7 of 23 Next It was only a matter of time before Blizzard joined the fray in the MoBA phenomenon, and with Heroes of the Storm, we're just left asking: what did it take so long? It's a surprisingly accessible esports title, sitting somewhere between League of
Legends and DOTA 2 in terms of complexity, but with the added bonus of playing characters you know and love. You read it correctly: the roster consists entirely of Blizzard characters from all over its library of classic games. If you've ever wondered who would win in a battle between Thrall and Kerrigan,
Heroes of the Storm can show you how that fight plays out on the battlefield. Blizzard knocked it out of the park here, making it one of the best free games that keeps getting better every day. Play Heroes of the Storm for free12. EverquestIts future was short in question after the sale of Sony's online
entertainment division in February 2015, but Everquest is back with a vengeance, swaggering with new expansion packs and continued support by Daybreak Game Company. This is one of the many reasons why it has best free free 2020 list. The first of its kind to commercially succeed with a 3D game
engine, Everquest was released in 1999 as an MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role-playing game) and has since been documented as one of the most important games in the history of the medium. With steadily released expansion packs (pretty massive in scale, at least early) with vast new
areas, races and classes, Everquest brings to the table almost anything you could want or need from an MMO. In addition, it is significantly better at managing the co-op than its options. Prev Page 8 of 23 Next Prev Page 8 of 23 Next Originally hailed as the game that would finally dethrone World of
Warcraft, the Rift had its moment – and is still going strong depending on who you ask. It brought innovation to a genre that developed very slowly, allowing you to change your class when desire forced you. The entire game focuses on separating gigantic boss battles and events that inhabit entire zones.
It's ambitious, exciting and monumental with dozens of interdimensional cracks that keep things exciting and unique from other MMOs. And even after the Rift went free to play, Trion has stayed on top of things, bringing out regular expansions for everyone to enjoy. In addition, you can ride a
landshark.14. RunescapeRunescape is one of the biggest free-to-play MMOs available, and now is a great time for a deeper look. In 2013, it entered its third reboot – this is actually 'Runescape 3', although just jumping in now, you may not even realize that it has been around in one form or another for
more than 10 years. Despite the review, it's definitely not the glittering MMO in the world, but hangs on to this many players showing that it does something right. The big change introduced in Runescape 3 which made it seem much more up-to-date was the ability to look much further. In Runescape 2, the
horizon quickly gave way to fog... not so now. You can download the game for free or run it in your browser using Java, making it much more convenient than most other online role players of this huge scale. Prev Page 9 of 23 Next Prev Page 9 of 23 Next If you're tired of the dark fantasy aesthetic of
most MMORPGs, you'll love Maplestory's creative and inspired style. Maplestory is described by Nexon as the original 2D side-scrolling MMO, taking the classic Dungeons and Dragons-inspired genre, and making it kawaii. The lighter tone and adaptation of Maplestory makes it feel more like Harvest
Moon than World of Warcraft or Rift. And, it has more emphasis on improving aesthetics than many other MMOs, allowing players much more personalization over what their characters look like. Maplestory also features in-game weddings and dinosaurs that play guitar. The only thing missing from
Maplestory is an Oasis-inspired soundtrack.16. WarframeIf you are into third person cooperative shooters, Warframe can be one of the best free games available. Players take control of members of Tenno, an ancient race that is at war with as t.ex. t.ex. Corpus, the Infested and Sentient. Your Tenno
soldier uses a Crysis-style Warframe armor equipped with weapons or melee weapons to fight back. Prettier than your regular free-to-play shooter, there's a lot of fun to be had in Warframe's player-vs-enemy raids – so much so that some players see it as, The Destiny that never was. High praise all
around. Prev Page 10 of 23 Next Prev Page 10 of 23 Next Gods from each pantheon gather in Smite to the Duke out in a free Dota/MOBA inspired clash. Although Smite is quite overt with its influences – it comes from the same developer who brought us FPS smash Tribes Ascend, it's still a completely
different beast. The camera is behind the characters this time, which allows you a more direct connection to the action than just ordering your master around with a mouse. But the idea will either be familiar if you've played their inspirations, or a way to get a feel for the style, if you haven't. Gods include
Zeus, Thor, Kali, Artemis and... Cupid? At least he's got his own bow. 18. Lord of the Rings OnlineThere are so many MMOs that have been released or re-released as free-to-play games. However, Lord of the Rings Online is one of the titles that most deserves a different look. It's already an incredible
game in its own right, but it's also one of the more mature MMOs on the market. In the end, you'll have to pay to unlock adventure packs. However, there is no subscription fee and no up-front cost, making it one of the best free games 2020 wants you to check out. If you missed it at launch, or even if you
stop playing since then, it's time to give it another shot. Play Lord of the Rings Online free Prev Page 11 of 23 Next Prev Page 11 of 23 Next Life is Strange and its sequel is one of the best modern adventure games on PC. Lucky for us, there is now a free way to experience this spectacular series.
Unveiled back at E3 2018, Awesome Adventures of Captain Spirit puts you in 9-year-old Chris shoes as he, and his alter ego, Captain Spirit, go on a great adventure. It's a free-to-play single-player adventure game without any kind of monetization – simply a nice foreplay in Life is Strange 2. Just don't go
in anticipating the longest gameplay experience in the world, because you're likely to finish it in just a couple of hours. That still doesn't stop it from being one of the best free games, though. Play The Awesome Adventure of Captain Spirit for free20. Eve OnlineIn 2003, Icelandic developer CCP Games
unleash Eve Online, an immersive and in-depth sci-fi experience that would ultimately grab the attention of well over 500,000 players. Eve Online is unlike any game in its category due to the wide range of activities to participate in as well as its (appropriately) out of this world of in-game economy.
Unfortunately, the Eve Online player base has shrunk since 2013. It should not be surprising that over time, fewer and fewer players are interested in pay a subscription subscription for a glorified spaceswim with a steep learning curve. But since Ascension Update, released back in November 2016, Eve
Online has gone free to play – at least to some extent. The new alpha clones system shown in Eve Online is like the unlimited free trial feature in World of Warcraft. You can still collaborate with other players in piracy, manufacturing, trading, mining, exploration and combat, but there are limitations such
as certain skills that are out of bounds. If you don't want to restrict your access to some of the game's most dormant ships, you can always choose the Omega subscription. Otherwise, the game will not cost a penny, which is why it makes for one of the best free games to grace the gaming world. Prev
Page 12 of 23 Next Prev Page 12 of 23 Next To say that Battle Royale games are popular in 2020 would be a massive understatement. But the level of success that Apex Legends has reached so quickly after launch speaks volumes. It's really earned its place on this list as one of the best free games.
Not only is the game itself incredible, bringing unique mechanics from awesome Titanfall game to a Battle Royale, but the game itself has reached over an amazing 25 million players after a week. Apex Legends places 60 players in the middle of a giant map, armed with a bunch of unique abilities that
make both combat and traversal awfully addictive. It's not exactly the chaos of 100 player battle royale titles like Fortnite or PUBG, but it feels balanced. If somehow you haven't joined the Apex Legends bandwagon yet, you're sorely missed out. Play Apex Legends for free22. HawkenHawken is a game
about mechs. Not just any mechs, but quick mechs. These are not your average slow, lumbering thoughts of MechWarrior Online. These are more in line with the Exoskeleton of Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare.Of course, is a free-to-play game, expect to spend some money for upgrades to your starter
mech. But economic operators can still get a taste for the Hawk without spending a dime. Plus, attach an Oculus Rift, and you can see first hand what VR games have in store for you. Admit it, you've always wanted to know what it's like to run a mech for yourself since the Pacific Rim came out. Prev
Page 13 of 23 Next Prev Page 13 of 23 Next Much like Dark Souls – but perhaps not quite as good and elegant, Let It Die is a free-to-play play game play-game play-game of Playstation 4 fans who have a taste for gore, brutality and absurdity in their preferred games. Let Is Die is strange, narrated by a
skateboard ing reaper and features thin weapons that break frequently and Christmas décor in places around the mysterious and ever-changing tower it's set on. But, it's also better than expected, good indeed for a free game. And, your mission, if you decide to accept it, is to get to the top of the Tower of
Barbs, unleashing the bloody carnage as you go. As we eagerly await news of The Elder Scrolls VI, you should take time to give the classic The Elder Scrolls Scrolls Dagger case a try. This RPG from the 1990s is a precursor to the iconic ones that came after, and is a bit of a classic in itself. Its game
world is many times the size of any of its sequels – really it's the size of a continent, and is completely filled with atmosphere. It may look a bit rough around the edges by today's standards, but it's worth diving in if you're an Elder Scrolls. It is available directly from Bethesda. The publisher began offering it
for free to celebrate the 15th anniversary of the game. Like we don't feel old enough already. Prev Page 14 of 23 Next Prev Page 14 of 23 Next Among the most popular games to ever hit the PC/Mac landscape is Starcraft II, a competitive real-time strategy game whose Wings of Liberty installment is just
one of three parts of the campaign. At one point it was massive in South Korea, but the scene fizzled out a bit when MOBAs like League of Legends and Dota 2 hit the stage. Maybe that's why Blizzard decided to transform Starcraft II into a free-to-play business model. As a result of its captivating strategy
game mechanics, combined with creatively designed environments and a gripping story line that only one video game can tell, Starcraft II is one of the most enjoyed eSports in the world, not to mention one of the best free games. Of course, a Blizzard game, you need a Battle.net to access it. Other than
that both the campaign and multiplayer are free to enjoy. Only certain characters need your prized coin. Play Starcraft II for free (Image credit: Bungie)26. Destiny 2It doesn't exactly make an open world game, Destiny 2 follows a similar concept, letting players trudge around freely and go to different
locations to pick up missions or just explore aimlessly. This online multiplayer fps lets you start or join the mission, run into your friends, follow around other players, or simply stick to doing what it is you feel like, eliminating the bad guys you face. The graphics are pretty good too; there's no doubt that this
is an AAA level game that's only free because it benefits from microtransactions. And the campaign is better this time. Prev Page 15 of 23 Next Prev Page 15 of 23 Next It may be an old vet in game terms, but nothing offers as crazy fun as Team Fortress 2. Unlike most shooters of their age, players in
this game are still there to have a good time instead of spitting insults at newcomers. And there's no shortage of cool toys to have fun with. Infinitely silly and incredibly fresh, it's still one of the shooter genre's kings, free-to-play or not. Of course, it makes sense to add it to our best free games 2020 list. As
you may have guessed, there are some micro-transactions included. You can buy additional items, often used to customize your character. You can also create your own. It's fun, and gets you even more involved in TF2. The cheeky ones at Valve know what they do. Play Team Fortress 2 for freeAbout
freeAbout growing up in the 90s, you probably have a lot of memories of playing Yu-Gi-Oh, or maybe even watching anime. Well, an injection of nostalgia is waiting for you in Yu-Gi-Oh Duel Links, and it's free to boot? In Yu-Gi-Oh Duel Links, you will not only have access to the titular card game
competitively online. You'll also play against AI opponents as the voice of actors from the aim. There are a lot of microtransactions here – you can buy new cards – but it's a CCG by 2020, so there's no real way around it. Be prepared to spend some money. Prev Page 16 of 23 Next Prev Page 16 of 23
Next Command an army of Witchers, Wizards, Knights and even Monsters, and lead them to an epic battle, using anything but the cards you are dealt. After all, this is a card game. Originally a game inside The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, Gwent has evolved into a standalone spinoff of the immensely popular
fantasy game. You play against other players online in rounds, and to win each round you must get more points than your opponent. The player who wins two out of three rounds will be the winner. Originally, Gwent was only available for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 4, and Xbox One. However, iOS
users can now participate.30. DC Universe Online While it's yet another free to play MMO on this list, DC Universe Online places characters like Superman, Batman, Green Lantern and more in a massive (and shared) public world. Choose whether you want to be a member of the Hero or Villain faction,
then impersonate your character. Soon you will be thrown out into the world of DC Universe Online at the hands of Daybreak Game Company.After some introductory training, the game gives you a position, either a member of the Justice League or The Society, depending on your choice of hero or villain.
Unlike other MMOs on this list and outside of it, DC Universe Online is supposed to be much more interactive while maintaining traditional MMORPG elements like smoothing, raiding, inventory and post-game progression. It's also easy to use real currency too, which is why it has our best free game vote.
Play DC Universe Online free Prev Page 17 of 23 Next Prev Page 17 of 23 Next It's not hard to see why the Paladins gets much sadness because its similarities to Overwatch. Meanwhile, the team-based shooter is also decidedly different from Blizzard's. Abilities are upgraded based on a trading card
system, and can completely change the way each character plays. What's more, unlike Overwatch, paladins are completely free-to-play. While cosmetic items are available for purchase using real currency, everything else can be unlocked just by playing. For example, you will start paladins with a single
deck of basic cards, and from there, unlock ing more dramatically impactful tires. No matter how you choose to play Paladins, you get XP as you go. As long as you complete the daily missions and achievements shown in the game, you will med Radiant Chests och Gold, Gold, can then be used to buy
more cards, costumes, and weapon skins to make your characters more unique and skilled on the battlefield.32. NeverwinterAs a free MMO, Neverwinter sets the bar high for itself because it is based on perhaps the most iconic role-playing game of all time, Dungeons &amp; Dragons. Like everything
else in the Dungeons &amp; Dragons universe, the game takes place in Forgotten Realms, especially, as the name suggests, in Neverwinter.Touting eight character classes with groups of up to five supported players, Neverwinter is based on the fourth edition rules of Dungeons &amp; Dragons. But the
rules are slightly different, as it allows players to heal their allies in addition to allowing the use of special abilities in battle after racking up enough action points. Play Neverwinter Free Prev Page 18 of 23 Next Prev Page 18 of 23 Next An ostensibly charming visual novel on the surface, Doki Doki
Literature club is a game best experienced blindly. It comes from Dan Salvato, a game developer best known for his work in the Super Smash Bros. Melee modding community, who says he developed the Doki Doki Literature Club because of his indifference to anime. It is ironic, given that the protagonist
of the Doki Doki Literature Club is consumed by anime and manga, and has minimal experience in the writings of more prestigious authors. As absorbing as the trio of female supporting characters seem to be in the Doki Doki Literature Club, we would advise against becoming too attached to them.
Without spoiling the story, the first thing you see when you start up doki doki literature club is a content warning, suggesting that those with severe anxiety should consider not playing. It's not entirely unfounded, because you're sure to learn the hard way that the Doki Doki Literature Club is more horror
than generic service. Play Doki Doki Literature Club for free34. Puzzle Pirates: Dark SeasFor almost 15 years now, Puzzle Pirates has been a household name for children with free access to computer labs at school. It's a massive, completely free-to-play multiplayer online role-playing game – among the
best free games, in fact – originally created by Sega-owned Three Rings Design. The goal is to join a crew and eventually become a captain by completing puzzles along with other players. Puzzle Pirates: Dark Seas, on the other hand, is the Steam-exclusive version of Puzzle Pirates which contains a
brand new ocean called Obsidian. Dark Seas introduces factions and player-to-player (PvP) combat in a way unique to the Steam edition of Puzzle Pirates. It also comes from another developer, a nonprofit called Grey Havens, which was set up by several former members of Three Rings Design.Before
the advent of Dark Seas, you could only get the multiplayer part of Puzzle Pirates on Steam. Now single-player mode can be downloaded and installed from Valve's client as well. Play Puzzle Pirates Free Prev Page 19 of 23 Next Prev 19 of 23 Next Although its development cycle is a disaster, Phantom
Dust still managed to remaster. A new IP in the form of a Japanese budget card game for the original Xbox, it seemed too good to be true when Microsoft announced back on E3 2014 that a complete remake was in the works... and, as it turns out, it was. The remake was shelved in 2016, but Microsoft
still wanted to revive the cult classic one-time classic. And it turned out that the company did it with a remaster, instead of a remake. Fortunately, the new version of Phantom Dust for Windows 10 (and Xbox One, for console-goers) is free to play unless you decide to buy some of the in-game multiplayer
cards. Play Phantom Dust for free38. Dwarf FortressInspiring creation of Minecraft was no small feat for the 2D sandbox game Dwarf Fortress. Dubbed a design and management simulator, Dwarf Fortress took simple text-based graphics and made it a reasonably modern, 2006 software. It is often
considered a cult classic, thanks to its open nature, and serves as one of the most iconic examples of a procedurally generated roguelike. This means Dwarf Fortress both randomizes its environments and makes the game's permadeath system a much harder problem to avoid. This led to the unofficial
motto of the game Losing is fun, which was either ironic or an accurate description of what is happening in the game. Hard to say either way. One thing's for sure. If you want to play an important part of game history, Dwarf Fortress is a solid start. It was also exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York City back in 2013. Can't say that for a lot of free-to-play games, which makes this one of the best free games 2020 has to offer. Play Dwarf Fortress free Prev Page 20 of 23 Next Prev Page 20 of 23 Next If you prefer the property management system of Fallout 4 rather than the vast majority of role-
playing game content, Fallout Shelter is a great place to start. Until recently, the simulation game was only on the Android and iOS mobile platforms. However, with the introduction of Quests in version 1.6 of Fallout Shelter, Bethesda Softworks also decided to port the game to PC through Bethesda.net
client. All in all, Fallout Shelter doesn't feel that much different on PC, and that's a good thing. Mouse controls work well instead of a touchscreen, graphics look great even for low-end hardware and with window mode enabled by default, it's easy to find yourself caring for your vault dwellers during your
downtime at work. With an undoubtedly manageable price point (free), but with micro-purchases on hand, Fallout Shelter may well be the next Solitaire in your office or school. Play Fallout Shelter for freeFallout Shelter tips and tricks(Image credit: Brawlhalla)39. BrawlhallaHave you missed out on the
action, just watch all your friends play Super Smash Bros Ultimate, because you don't have a Nintendo Switch? Well, with You're lucky. Turn. is a 2-8 player 2D brawler that draws a lot of inspiration from Nintendo's classic franchise. And, it pulls it off. It's a very fun way to pass a few hours. With an e-
sports league you can be sure that you will always have people to throw down against. It may not really be the same as playing some Smash on a friend's couch, but it's close enough to be worth your time. That's why Brawlhalla makes it to our list of best free spins. Prev Page 21 of 23 Next Prev Page 21
of 23 Next CEO and CEO of Gearbox Software Randy Pitchford will tell you otherwise, but Battleborn is free-to-play. Officially labeled as a free trial on Steam, there is not much to distinguish this hero shooter from other free-to-play games on the market. You can play as long as you want with six of the
game's 30 characters, rotated weekly to shake things up. Battleborn was originally put on the market in May 2016, the same month as Overwatch. The main difference is that Battleborn is influenced by MOBA games. Overwatch, on the other hand, is a more traditional PvP shooter with an eccentric cast
character. Battleborn also has a single player promotion, which can be purchased using real currency. (Photo credit: Bethesda) There seems to be this endless arms race developer scinsient to extinguish the next Hearthstone. That is, an incredibly popular trading card game (CCG) that is easy to learn
but challenging to master. Those are the words, verbatim, publisher Bethesda Softworks uses to describe The Elder Scrolls: Legends.A CCG that draws inspiration from the lore of the company's beloved RPG franchise, The Elder Scrolls: Legends differs from the likes of competing virtual card games like
Hearthstone and The Witcher 3's Gwent by using a two-lane system that keeps players on their toes when it comes to designing strategies. And if you simply want more Skyrim, you'll be glad to hear that Heroes of Skyrim expansion for The Elder Scrolls: Legends packs into 150 additional cards, some of
which are familiar faces like Aela the Huntress, J'Zargo and Delphine. There is no doubt that this one has earned its place on our best free games list. Play The Elder Scrolls: Legends for free Prev Page 22 of 23 Next Page 22 of 23 Next Whether you loved or hated World of Tanks, you'll be glad to learn
that Robocraft, a worthy addition to our list of best free games, is what you get when you take traditional combat vehicles and turn it into something brand new. From independent developer and publisher Freejam, Robocraft allows you to commandeer jet cars (not jets and cars, but jet cars), tanks, flying
warships, helicopters and drones. This way you will spend much of your time engaging in battle with other players online. As an on-board Fortnite, you will also play with different combinations of 250 preset blocks using a simple crafting interface, that you can equip the vehicle of your choice with the
weapons you choose as the Robocraft allows you to create or join clans with up to 50 members. Within these clans you can invite friends to 'parties' and play cooperatively in an attempt to beat other teams. When all is said and done, and you are happy with your creations, you can show them off at the
virtualized Community Robot Factory to get likes and shares. (Image credit: SEGA)43. Total War Battles: KingdomReal-time Strategy (RTS) games don't get much bigger than those in the Total War series, and the latest participant, Battles KINGDOM, is free-to-play. Available to play on iOS and Android,
as well as PC, you can pick up where you left off even when you're not at your main battle station. Set at the turn of the 10th Century, Total War Battles: Kingdom combines army management with Kingdom Building to deliver a piece-sized RTS game you can dive into and play anywhere, anytime. Play
Total War Battles: Kingdom Free Prev Page 23 of 23 Next Prev Page 23 of 23 Next Next Next
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